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We study a U (1) × U (1) system in (2 + 1) dimensions with long-range interactions and mutual statistics. The
model has the same form after the application of operations from the modular group, a property which we call
modular invariance. Using the modular invariance of the model, we propose a possible phase diagram. We obtain
a sign-free reformulation of the model and study it in Monte Carlo. This study confirms our proposed phase
diagram. We use the modular invariance to analytically determine the current-current correlation functions and
conductivities in all the phases in the diagram, as well as at special “fixed” points which are unchanged by an
operation from the modular group. We numerically determine the order of the phase transitions, and find segments
of second-order transitions. For the statistical interaction parameter θ = π , these second-order transitions are
evidence of a critical loop phase obtained when both loops are trying to condense simultaneously. We also
measure the critical exponents of the second-order transitions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.86.245121 PACS number(s): 64.60.De
I. INTRODUCTION
Models with statistical interactions can be used to describe
a variety of interesting systems. In particular, quasiparticles in
the fractional quantum Hall effect, as well as other fraction-
alized phases of spins and bosons, have such interactions.1–4
Some models with statistical interactions contain a symmetry
under the action of the modular group. This can simplify
analytic study of these models. Several different such systems
have been studied in the literature.5–12 In this work we define a
model with this symmetry, which we call modular invariance,
and study its properties both numerically and analytically.
In this work, we study a U (1) × U (1) model in (2 + 1)
dimensions with mutual statistical interactions. After intro-
ducing the model, we will explain what we mean when we
say that it has modular invariance. A general action for two
species of U (1) particles with mutual statistical interactions is
given by the following action:
S = 1
2
∑
k
[v1(k)| J1(k)|2 + v2(k)| J2(k)|2]
+
∑
k
iθ J1(−k) · a2(k). (1)
Here J1 and J2 represent conserved integer-valued currents
residing on interpenetrating cubic lattices, and ∇ · J1 = 0, ∇ ·
J2 = 0. Since the boson world lines can be viewed as loops
in (2 + 1) dimensions, this classical action is defined in three
space-time dimensions. For brevity, the above action is defined
in terms of Fourier components, where v1(k) and v2(k) are
Fourier transforms of the intraspecies interactions for species
J1 and J2, respectively. In the partition sum, a given current
configuration obtains a phase factor eiθ or e−iθ for each cross-
linking of the two loop systems, dependent on the relative
orientation of the current loops. This is realized in the last term
of Eq. (1), by including an auxiliary “gauge field” a2, whose
flux encodes the J2 currents, J2 = ∇ × a2. As explained in
our previous works,13,14 the model is precisely defined with
periodic boundary conditions if, for all directions μ, J1μ,tot ≡∑
r J1μ(r) = 0, and similarly for J2.
Of some relevance to our study is the work of Fradkin and
Kivelson.5 Though several of the mathematical results in their
work are applicable to our model, the model itself is different.
In particular, Fradkin and Kivelson from the outset require a
binding between different species, which is not present in our
model and does not occur in our phase diagram.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the phase diagram of the
model in Eq. (1), for θ = 2π3 . In the remainder of this work,
we use the following marginally long-ranged potential:
v1,2(k) = 2πg1,2| fk|
, (2)
where | fk|2 =
∑
μ(2 − 2 cos kμ), and g1,2 are parameters
describing the strength of the potentials. The v(k) ∼ 1|k| in
momentum space is equivalent to a 1/r2 potential in real space.
The main features of the phase diagram are controlled by the
overall strength of the potentials, independent of the precise
form (e.g., in a previous work14 we found a similar phase
diagram for short-ranged potentials), while more detailed
properties do depend on the range of potentials. The dashed
line in the figure is the “symmetric” line, where v1 = v2.
When v1 and v2 are large, both J1 and J2 particles are
gapped, and only small loop excitations are possible in these
variables. We call this phase “∞”. If we decrease v1 and v2
along the symmetric line, the reduction in potential allows the
J1 and J2 particles to condense, in the sense to be defined
later; we call this phase “0”. The labels of these phases will be
explained in Sec. III. Having both particles condensed at the
same time incurs some penalty due to the statistical interaction,
and phase 0 exists only at intermediate couplings. As v1 and v2
are reduced still further, we can reach a phase where multiples
of J1 and J2 (in particular, multiples of n if θ = 2π/n) can
condense. Roughly, such n-tuples of the current variables do
not see a statistical interaction; the more precise meaning
of this will be explained below. Off the symmetric line, we
can access phases I and II where only one species of loop
is condensed, and the other is gapped. The phase diagram is
qualitatively similar for other values of θ , with two exceptions.
First, for θ = π phase 0 is not present. Instead there is
a phase transition on the symmetric line, which separates
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram for the model in Eq. (1), with fixed θ =
2π/3. The dashed line is the “symmetric” line where the potentials
are equal, v1 = v2, which is also assumed everywhere in the phase
diagram in Fig. 2. In phase “∞” both J variables are gapped, while
they condense in phase “0”. In phases I and II only one species is
gapped. In the lower left corner different composite variables are
gapped; here the structure can be significantly different for different
values of θ .
phases I and II. An example of such a phase diagram can be
seen in Ref. 13. Second, for generic values of θ more phases
exist at small g. These can be seen in vertical cuts in Figs. 2
and 3, and will be explained in Sec. III.
The modular group is an infinite, non-Abelian group,
generated by two operations: duality (denoted by S) and
periodicity (denoted by T ). We call our action “modular
invariant” because it has the same qualitative form after the
application of these operations. The periodicity operation
corresponds to shifting the statistical angle θ by an integer
multiple of 2π , and since the loop cross-linking number is an
integer we can see that e−S for the action in Eq. (1) is unaffected
by such shifts. In what follows we will find it useful to define
η ≡ θ2π , and the complex number
z = η + ig. (3)
In this notation the action of such a shift by an integer n is
T n : z → z + n. (4)
Duality corresponds to performing a well-known duality
transform14–20 on both species in the above action to obtain
the following “dual” action:21
Sdual[ Q1, Q2] = 12
∑
k
[v1,dual| Q1(k)|2 + v2,dual| Q2(k)|2]
+
∑
k
iθdual Q1(−k) · aQ2 (k),
(5)
v1/2,dual = (2π )
2v2/1(k)
| fk|2v1(k)v2(k) + θ2
,
θdual = −(2π )
2θ
| fk|2v1(k)v2(k) + θ2
.
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FIG. 2. The phase diagram for the “symmetric” model with g1 =
g2 = g, for one period in η. The J variables are gapped in phase
∞, and the (dual vortex) Q variables are gapped in phase 0. In
other phases, the gapped particles are linear combinations of J and
Q. Every phase can be mapped to phase ∞ by an operation in the
modular group. Solid symbols show where the locations of phase
transitions have been confirmed by our numerical study. There are
infinitely many phase transitions in the model, so at small g our
diagram does not show every transition. The labels on the phases are
explained in the text.
The Q variables are dual to the J variables and are also
conserved integer-valued currents satisfying ∇ · Q1 = 0, ∇ ·
Q2 = 0. Under the exact duality Q1,tot = Q2,tot = 0; aQ2 is an
“auxiliary” field such that Q2 = ∇ × aQ2 . If we think of the
J variables as boson number variables, the Q variables are
vortices in the boson phase variables.
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FIG. 3. A section of Fig. 2, blown up to show the labels on the
various phases. Not all transitions are shown as there are infinitely
many of them at small g. The dashed line is at η = 2/5, where the
data in Figs. 4–6 were taken.
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Let us use the long-ranged potential in Eq. (2); then we can
see that on the symmetric line the action (5) has the same form
as (1). The parameters in the original action transform under
the duality in the following way:
gdual = g
g2 + η2 , ηdual =
−η
g2 + η2 . (6)
In terms of the complex number z we have
S : z → −1/z. (7)
Transformations S and T generate the modular group of
transformations of the upper half of the complex plane z.
Therefore with this choice of potential we say that the
system is modular invariant. What happens here is that the
statistical interaction can also be viewed as a marginally
long-ranged interaction, and the duality operation preserves
the form of such interactions. We chose the potential in
Eq. (2) for analytical convenience because its form is preserved
under duality, but it also corresponds to a three-dimensional
Coulomb interaction between charged particles constrained to
two spatial dimensions, and so we can apply this model to
realistic systems.
The phase diagram of a modular invariant system can
be determined entirely from the properties of the modular
group.5–7,11 We will also use these modular transformations to
characterize each phase of our model in terms of quasiparticles
gapped in that phase. This will allow us to determine the
behavior of current-current correlators and conductivities in
each phase.
Our numerical study also allows us to examine the critical
properties of the system. All of the phase transitions in the
modular invariant phase diagram can be mapped to each other
under modular group operations. Therefore all such related
phase transition points should have the same critical properties.
We have found some phase transitions which are second
order, with continuously varying critical exponents. This is
an example of a novel type of phase transition. We have also
studied special points in the η,g plane where three phases
meet, and found these to be first order.
II. MODEL AND MONTE CARLO METHOD
The action in Eq. (1) has a sign problem, which must be
eliminated if we are to study it in Monte Carlo. In order to do
this, we dualize only one of the two loop species. In this work,
we dualize the J1 variables to get14
S[ Q1, J2] = 12
∑
k
[ (2π )2
| fk|2v1(k)
| Q1(k)|2
+
(
v2(k) + θ
2
| fk|2v1(k)
)
| J2(k)|2
+ 4πθ
Q1(−k) · J2(k)
| fk|2v1(k)
]
. (8)
This is a sign-free classical statistical mechanics problem in
terms of closed loops Q1, J2 and works for any v1,v2 and θ
(note that in Refs. 13 and 14 we used a different sign-free
reformulation that only works for a specific short-ranged v1,
v2). In order to study the above action numerically, we write it
in real space and use the potential from Eq. (2):
S[ Q1, J2] = 12
∑
r,r ′
V (r − r ′) ×
[
1
g1
Q1(r) · Q1(r ′)
+
(
g2 + η
2
g1
)
J2(r) · J2(r ′)
+ 2η
g1
Q1(r) · J2(r ′)
]
, (9)
V (r − r ′) = 1
Vol
∑
k 	=0
2π
| fk|
· eik·(r−r ′), (10)
where Vol ≡ L3 is the volume of the system. In real space,
J2μ(r) is an integer-valued current on a link r,r + μˆ of a cubic
lattice. The variables J1 are defined on a lattice dual to the
lattice of the J2, but after the duality procedure the Q1 are
integer-valued current variables on links of the same cubic
lattice as the J2. We perform our simulations using the directed
geometric worm algorithm.22 We attempt to produce worms
in both the Q1 and J2 variables, while satisfying Q1,tot =
J2,tot = 0. In this work, we monitor “internal energy per site”
 ≡ S/Vol, and compute “specific heat,” defined as
C = (〈2〉 − 〈〉2) × Vol. (11)
In what follows, we will present all of our results in the J1, J2
language of Eq. (1). To study the behavior of these variables
we wish to monitor current-current correlations, defined as
Cabμν(k) ≡ 〈Jaμ(k)Jbν(−k)〉, (12)
where a and b are the loop species and μ and ν are directions;
Jaμ(k) ≡ 1√Vol
∑
r Jaμ(r)e−ik·r . We trivially have Cbaνμ(k) =
Cabμν(−k). Because of the vanishing total current, we define
the correlators at the smallest nonzero k; e.g., for Caaxx we
used k = (0, 2π
L
,0) and k = (0,0, 2π
L
). For simplicity, in this
work we define k to be in the z direction, so that k = (0,0,kz),
and we only need to consider μ, ν ∈ {x,y}. From symmetry
arguments14 we know that Caaμν is nonzero only if μ = ν,
and C12μν is nonzero only when μ 	= ν. Also, C12μν = 0 when
θ = π .14
In our Monte Carlo we have access to the variables
J2 and Q1. In order to monitor all correlators involving
the J1 variables, we need to write C11μμ(k) and C12μν(k)
in terms of the correlators that we can measure: C22μμ(k),
〈Q1μ(k)Q1μ(−k)〉, and 〈J2μ(k)Q1μ(−k)〉. It is easy to argue
that 〈J2μ(k)Q1μ(−k)〉 = 〈J2μ(−k)Q1μ(k)〉, which are the only
nonzero cross-correlators of J2 and Q1. To obtain expressions
for C11μμ(k) and C12μν(k) we can couple the original J variables
to external probe fields Aext by adding the following terms to
Eq. (1):
δS = i
∑
k
[ J1(−k) · Aext1 (k) + J2(−k) · Aext2 (k)]. (13)
We carry the fields Aext1,2 through the duality procedure which
leads to Eq. (8). By taking derivatives of the resulting
partition sum with respect to the external fields, we can derive
expressions for C11μμ and C12μν in terms of correlators which we
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can measure:
C11xx(k) =
1
v1(k)
− (2π )
2〈Q1y(k)Q1y(−k)〉
| fk|2v1(k)2
− θ
2C22yy(k)
| fk|2v1(k)2
− 2(2π )θ〈Q1y(k)J2y(−k)〉| fk|2v1(k)2
, (14)
C12xy(k) =
− [2π〈Q1y(k)J2y(−k)〉 + θC22yy(k)]
2 sin kz2 · v1(k)
. (15)
To be explicit, in the above equations we have set μ = x,
ν = y. We note that on the symmetric line v1(k) = v2(k) and
so C11μμ(k) = C22μμ(k). Whenever we present numerical data on
the symmetric line, we have performed appropriate averages
over both of these measurements and all directions to improve
statistics.
In order to determine the critical exponents of the model at
various phase transitions, we will also monitor the derivatives
of the correlation functions with respect to parameters in
the potential. One option is to study derivatives with respect
to g (here we are working on the symmetric line where
g1 = g2 ≡ g). However since g controls marginally long-
ranged interactions in our model, it is possible that universal
properties, and in particular critical exponents, might depend
on it.21 To avoid possible difficulties in interpretation due to
driving the transition while varying g, we have chosen to
introduce a short-range interaction into the potential, so that
v1(k) = 2πg| fk|
+ t1, v2(k) = 2πg| fk|
+ t2, (16)
where t1 and t2 are parameters controlling the strength of the
additional short-range interaction. We can drive transitions by
varying t1 and t2, with the expectation that critical indices will
depend only on g and η. We can fix g at its critical value gcrit,
which we will find using our modular group analysis. We will
extract critical exponents by taking derivatives with respect to
t1 and t2, at t1 = t2 = 0 and g = gcrit. We will see in Sec. VI
that we need symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of
t1 and t2 to extract the critical exponents. We define ts to be
the short-ranged parameter in the symmetric direction, and ta
in the antisymmetric direction, which leads to t1/2 = ts ± ta .
When computing the derivative of a general expectation value
〈O〉, of an observable O, we use the following formula:
∂〈O〉
∂ts/a
∣∣∣∣
ts/a=0
= 〈O〉
〈
∂S
∂ts/a
〉
−
〈
O
∂S
∂ts/a
〉
. (17)
The action S is the action given in Eq. (8), which is what is
used in the Monte Carlo.
The current-current correlations Cabμν represent the response
of the current Jaμ to an externally applied field Aextbν . We
can view our system with long-range interactions as having
another, internal, gauge field, induced by the other currents
in the system.21,23,24 In systems with short-range interactions,
the quantity C11xx(k)L, with k = kmin ≡ (0,0, 2πL ), can be used
to detect the phases of the system because it decreases with
system size L when the J variables are gapped and increases
when the J variables are condensed. This allows the location
of phase transitions to be determined by finding crossings of
C11xx(kmin)L at different L. However, the long-range interac-
tions in our system prevent C11xx(kmin)L from increasing when
the J variables condense,14,21,24,25 so we cannot use crossings
in this quantity to locate the phase transitions. To solve this
problem, we study “irreducible responses,” which measure the
response of J to the total field made up of Aext and the internal
field. These responses are related to the conductivities of the
system. The derivation of these responses is given in Ref. 14,
and the result is the following equation for the conductivities:
σ = 1| fk|
C(1− VC)−1, σ ≡
[
σ 11xx (k) σ 12xy (k)
−σ 12xy (k) σ 22yy (k)
]
,
C ≡
[
C11xx(k) C12xy(k)
−C12xy(k) C22yy(k)
]
, V ≡
[
v1(k) θ2 sin(kz/2)−θ
2 sin(kz/2) v2(k)
]
.
(18)
σ 11xx (k) relates the current induced in the J1 variables in the x
direction to the total field in the x direction, coupled to the
same variables. σ 12xy (k) relates the current induced in the J1
variables in the x direction to the total field coupled to the
J2 variables in the y direction. In Ref. 14 we showed that
conductivities such as σ 11xy or σ 12xx are zero in our system. When
we present numerical data we take appropriate averages over
both species and all directions to improve statistics. Unlike the
current-current correlators, such σ 11xx (kmin) increase with L in
the phase where the J1 and J2 variables condense, even in the
presence of long-range interactions, and therefore this quantity
can be used to determine the phase transitions.
III. PHASE DIAGRAM OF THE MODULAR
INVARIANT MODEL
We now wish to use the modular invariance of our action
to determine the phase diagram of the system with the J1 ↔
J2 interchange symmetry, in the phase space defined by the
intraspecies interaction g and the statistical interaction η (η =
θ/2π ). To begin, consider the action in terms of the J variables
given in Eq. (1), using the potential in Eq. (2) with g1 =
g2 ≡ g. The behavior of the J variables is determined by the
parameters g and η. We know that as g → ∞, the system
will be in phase ∞, where the J variables are gapped. As g
decreases, the J variables will condense. To find the location of
the phase transition, consider the action after the application
of the duality operation S. This action is in terms of the Q
variables. Due to the fact that V (r) ∼ 1/r2, the Q variables
have the same kind of interaction as the original J variables,
with parameters gdual,ηdual, given by Eq. (6), instead of g,η.
Consider the model at η = 0. In this model, the two species
of loops are decoupled, and gdual = 1/g. There are two phases,
one phase with the J variables gapped (which we call phase ∞)
and the other with the Q variables gapped (phase 0). The phase
transition between these two phases must occur at g = gdual =
1. Such single loop models with long-ranged interactions were
studied in Refs. 21 and 26.
Next, we can see from Eq. (1) that our model at phase-space
coordinates (η,g) is mathematically equivalent to the model
at (−η,g), after making the change of variables J1 → −J1,
while leaving J2 unchanged. Therefore, away from η = 0, we
can use the equivalence between η and −η to see that the phase
transition will again occur when g = gdual, which means that
near η = 0 the transition between phase ∞ and phase 0 occurs
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when g2 + η2 = 1. We conjecture that this is the case for
− 12 < η < 12 . We will see that this conjecture leads to a phase
diagram which has the same properties after any operation
by the modular group. This phase diagram is in agreement
with our numerics. Therefore we believe that the conjecture
is correct. We know that the phase diagram is periodic under
integer shifts of η, so in the region − 12 + n < η < 12 + n we
expect a phase transition out of phase ∞ when g2 + (η −
n)2 = 1. Phase ∞ is located in the region of parameter space
above these phase transitions.
We can now use the duality transform to determine that
phase 0 is located in the region where (ηdual(η,g),gdual(η,g))
lie in the ∞ parameter region, i.e., g2dual + (ηdual − n)2 > 1,
for some n and |η − n|  12 (see also Fig. 2).
When deriving the extent of phase 0, we performed the
following steps. First, we applied an operation of the modular
group (specifically, duality) to the action in Eq. (1). This gave
us an action in terms of new variables (specifically, we obtained
the Q variables). The new parameters in the action, gdual and
ηdual, were functions of the original parameters g and η. Note
that both actions refer to the system at a single point on the
phase diagram. By determining which (η,g) gave (ηdual,gdual)
in the ∞ parameter region, we were able to determine the
extent of phase 0, where the Q variables were gapped.
We now want to generalize this procedure to everywhere
in the phase diagram. This requires us to apply modular
group operations more complicated than duality to the action
in Eq. (1), and so we must determine the new phase-space
coordinates (η˜, g˜) that result from a given modular group
operation. To do this we combine Eqs. (4) and (7) to get5,11
z˜ = az + b
cz + d , (19)
where a,b,c,d are integers and ad − bc = 1. To find the
a,b,c,d that correspond to a given set of S and T , we write
them in matrix form, [
a b
c d
]
, (20)
and the operations can also be represented by matrices,
S =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
, (21)
T n =
[
1 n
0 1
]
. (22)
We can find the a,b,c,d that correspond to a given operation
by multiplying these matrices. Such matrices where ˆA and
− ˆA are identified make up the group PSL(2,Z), which is
equivalent to the modular group.
We know that there is a phase transition at g2 + η2 = 1,
for |η|  12 . If we apply a modular group operation, we will
obtain an action in terms of variables with interactions g˜,
η˜, and these variables will have a phase transition whenever
g˜2 + η˜2 = 1,|η˜|  12 . Therefore we can find all of the phase
transitions in the diagram by finding all the different values
of g,η which have this property for some modular operation.
The resulting phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2. We have only
shown one period of the phase diagram, with 0  η  1, but
the same structure repeats for all η. As the modular group is an
infinite group, there are an infinite number of phase transitions,
and so our diagram does not show all of the details at small g.
The solid symbols in Fig. 2 show the locations of the phase
transitions determined numerically. In a physical system η
must be fixed, and so we took data in sweeps at fixed η, varying
g. This corresponds to vertical lines in the phase diagram.
We determined the locations of phase transitions by observing
peaks in the specific heat. We have also observed that σ 11xx (kmin)
diverges with system size in phase 0 but decreases with system
size in all of the phases neighboring phase 0 (this will be
explained in Sec. IV). Therefore we were also able to use
crossings in this quantity to locate the phase transitions.21
Finally, using Eqs. (14) and (15) we can determine that at the
∞-0 phase transition, where the J variables and Q variables
see the same potential (but opposite statistical angle),
2
[
gC11xx(k) − ηC12xy(k) sgn (kz)
] = | fk|
2π
. (23)
In addition, we find that in the thermodynamic limit the above
quantity divided by |fk| approaches zero in phase ∞ and a
different finite value in phase 0, and so we used crossings of this
quantity as another way to find the location of the transition.
We have mentioned above that by applying an operation
of the modular group we can express the original problem in
terms of new loop variables. For a given phase, if we choose the
modular group operation which gives (η˜,g˜) in the ∞ parameter
region, these loop variables will be gapped quasiparticles in
that phase. In the following we will show how to determine the
precise physical nature of the phase and these quasiparticles.
Starting with Eq. (1), we perform a duality transformation on
the J1 variables to obtain Eq. (8). We then make the following
substitutions:
G1 = c Q1 − d J2, (24)
F2 = a Q1 − b J2. (25)
A change of variables like the one above will not always
map the independent, integer-valued variables Q1, J2 to new
independent, integer-valued variables. If a,b,c,d are allowed
to be any integer, G1 and F2 may not be independent and
therefore the action in terms of these variables will not be
equivalent to our original action. However, if a,b,c,d represent
an element of the modular group, then the above substitutions
represent a valid change of variables. Note that for the duality
transform (a,b,c,d) = (0,−1,1,0), and so this transformation
gives us G1 = Q1, F2 = J2.
After performing the above change of variables, we arrive
at the following action:
S[ G1, F2] = 12
∑
k
(2π )2
|fk|
[
1
g˜
| F2(k)|2 +
(
g˜ + η˜
2
g˜
)
× | G1(k)|2 − 2η˜
g˜
F2(−k) · G1(k)
]
, (26)
where
g˜ = g(d + ηc)2 + g2c2 , (27)
η˜ = (b + ηa)(d + ηc) + g
2ca
(d + ηc)2 + g2c2 . (28)
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In the above we have specialized to the potential given in
Eq. (2), on the symmetry line where v1 = v2. One can check
that the new parameters η˜, g˜ are precisely those given by
Eq. (19). We can then dualize the F2 to obtain the following
action:
S[ G1, G2] = 12
∑
k
2πg˜
| fk|
[| G1(k)|2 + | G2(k)|2]
+
∑
k
i2πη˜ G1(−k) · aG2 (k), (29)
with G2 = ∇ × aG2 . We can now understand the gapped vari-
ables as linear combinations of J variables and Q variables.
The concept that each phase can be understood as a phase
of gapped variables given by modular transformations is the
main result of our work. A more general version of the above
equation is given in the Appendix.
In the above we chose a modular operation to map a given
η,g to the region of the phase diagram where g˜2 + η˜2 >
1,|η˜|  12 . We could instead have chosen a different operation
which mapped to g˜2 + (η˜ − n)2 > 1, |η˜ − n|  12 , since this
would still be in the ∞ parameter region. The coefficients
of this new transformation would change by a → a + nc,
b → b + nd, with c and d remaining unchanged. We can see
from Eq. (25) that the new variables G1 (and by symmetry
G2) are the same regardless of which part of region ∞ the
original model is being mapped to. In what follows we will
always choose the modular operation which maps to the region
g˜2 + η˜2 > 1,|η˜|  12 . We have found that all physical results
depend only on the coefficients c and d, which are the same
regardless of which part of the ∞ parameter region the g˜,η˜
variables are in.
We will label each phase by the label −d
c
. (Note that for
phases with 0 < η < 1, c and d have opposite signs). For
any modular transformation, c and d are mutually prime,
so this label will be an irreducible fraction which uniquely
identifies c and d. This label is practical for a number of
reasons. From Eq. (25) we see that it gives the nature of the
gapped quasiparticles in this phase. It also gives the η value at
which this phase touches the g = 0 axis, which is also the η
value which maps to g = ∞. Phase ∞ with c = 0, d = 1, and
phase 0 with c = 1, d = 0 both conform to this label. Figure 3
shows a section of the modular invariant phase diagram with
the labels assigned.
We can understand each phase as a condensate of objects
which have G1 = 0 or G2 = 0. An example of such an object
would have Q1 = d, J2 = c. In our Monte Carlo simulations
we can greatly reduce autocorrelation times by attempting
worms of these composite objects.
Let us provide some examples of the application of the
above approach. Consider performing an experiment on this
system by decreasing g while holding η constant at η = 1
n
,
with n an integer, and n 	= 2. This is equivalent to a vertical
sweep in Fig. 2, or a sweep along the symmetric line in a figure
similar to Fig. 1. At large g, the J variables are gapped. As g
is decreased the J variables condense and the Q variables are
gapped. In fact, the precise meaning of condensation of the J
variables is that their dual Q variables are gapped.14 Though
the intraspecies potential of the J particles (which is controlled
by g) is small, the J variables feel a statistical interaction, and
this limits how many loops of the J variables can form. Also,
g is large enough that large values of J are still costly, and so
we expect that when the J variables first condense they have
strength 1. This means that complex composite objects of the J
variables are not condensed here. Consider further decreasing
g. In Eq. (6), we see that for nonzero η, at small enough g
the parameter gdual will also become small. Now we enter a
phase where both the Q and J variables want to proliferate
in some form. The gapped variables are now the G variables
given by the modular operation ST nS, which has coefficients
(a,b,c,d) = (−1,0,n,−1), leading to
g˜ = 1
n2g
, η˜ = −1
n
. (30)
As g → 0, these variables will have g˜ → ∞, and therefore
no loops. The small value of g thus leads to the binding and
condensation of more complicated composites of J (in partic-
ular Q1 = 1, J2 = −n). These objects will see no statistical
interaction, and loops of these variables can form more easily
than loops of the J variables in phase 0. Specifically, under the
change of variables in Eqs. (24) and (25), the interactions in
Eq. (26) are such that the G1 variables want to be gapped and
the F2 variables condensed (hence the G2 variables are also
gapped). This is phase “1/n”. The transition from phase 0 to
phase 1/n occurs at g = 1/n(√n2 − 1).
Now consider the same experiment as above, this time
holding η = 25 , as shown by the vertical line in Fig. 3.
Phase ∞ and phase 0 have the same properties as in the
earlier case. At g = 15 , the system enters phase 1/2. The
new gapped variables in this phase are related to the J
variables by the operation ST 2S, and so have G1 = 2 Q1 + J2.
At g = 1/(5√21) the system enters phase 2/5. The new
gapped variables correspond to the operation ST −2ST 2S,
which has (a,b,c,d) = (−2,1,−5,2). They remain gapped
even as g → 0. The new condensed variables see no statistical
interaction and can condense completely.
In the general case of rational η such that η = r
s
, with r and s
mutually prime integers, we can find a modular transformation
such that c = s, d = −r . For such a transformation, we can
see from Eq. (27) that g˜ = 1/(gc2) → ∞ as g → 0. Therefore
for general η the system will pass through a number of phases
with different gapped variables, before finally reaching a phase
on the g = 0 axis where c and d are related to η, and which can
be viewed as a condensate of composite objects like Q1 = r ,
J2 = s.
IV. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS AND CONDUCTIVITIES
In our Monte Carlo, we can measure the correlators between
the current variables, C11J (k) and C12J (k), where the J subscript
refers to the fact that these are correlators in the J variables.
Here and below we are dropping the direction subscripts
on these variables: C11 means C11xx and C12 means C12xy .
We would like to determine the values of these correlators
in the thermodynamic limit for all the phases in the phase
diagram. The conductivities σ 11xx (k),σ 12xy (k) are functions of
these correlators, so this will also give us the values of
these conductivities. We know the values of the correlators
in phase ∞, because in this phase the J variables are gapped.
This means that the only excitations are small loops, which
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implies that C11J (k) ∼ k2. Since we measured the correlators
at k = (0,0,kz = 2πL ) ≡ kmin, we find that C11J (kmin) ∼ 1L2 . The
smallest excitation that contributes toC12J (k) consists of a small
loop in each of the J1 and J2 variables. An estimate of such
contributions with cross-linking between the loops leads to
C12J (kmin) ∼ − sin(θ )k3min ∼ 1/L3. From these correlators we
can determine that the conductivities vanish in this phase.
In the previous section, we have interpreted each phase by
going to the appropriate G1 and G2 variables, and since these
variables are gapped in this phase, we know the behavior of
the G correlators for the same reasons given above. Therefore
we wish to express C11J (k) and C12J (k) in terms of C11G (k) and
C12G (k), where the latter are correlators of the new variables.
To do this, consider the combination
DJ (k) = π
[
C12J (k)
sin kz2
+ iC
11
J (k)∣∣ sin kz2 ∣∣
]
. (31)
Consider the effect of the duality operator S on this object.
We can derive the following relation between the complex
correlation DJ (k) in the direct variables, and the complex
correlation DQ(k) in the dual variables:14
DQ(k) = z2DJ (k) + z. (32)
Note that this equation is a relation between two different
correlation functions at the same point in the phase diagram.
The periodicity operator T does not change the correlation
functions. Combining the actions of the two operators leads
to the following relation between correlation functions DG(k)
of the G variables in Eq. (31), and the correlation functions
DJ (k) of the original J variables:5
DG(k) = (cz + d)2DJ (k) + c(cz + d), (33)
where c and d are the parameters of the modular group
operation which gives the gapped quasiparticles. We can
rewrite Eq. (33) to get expressions for the J correlation
functions in terms of only the G variables:
C11J (k) =
∣∣ sin kz2 ∣∣
π
c2g
(cη + d)2 + c2g2 +
[(cη + d)2 − c2g2]C11G (k) − 2cg(cη + d) sgn (kz)C12G (k)
[(cη + d)2 + c2g2]2 , (34)
C12J (k) =
sin kz2
π
−c(cη + d)
(cη + d)2 + c2g2 +
[(cη + d)2 − c2g2]C12G (k) + 2cg(cη + d) sgn (kz)C11G (k)
[(cη + d)2 + c2g2]2 . (35)
In the phase where G are gapped, C11G (kmin) ∼ 1/L2 and
C12G (kmin) ∼ 1/L3, and so in the thermodynamic limit the
behavior of C11J (kmin) and C12J (kmin) is given by the first
terms in the above expressions. Our numerical results agree
with this analysis. Plots of these first terms compared to the
numerical data are given in Fig. 4 for C11J (kmin), and Fig. 5 for
C12J (kmin). To find the curves that correspond to the theoretical
predictions, one reads off c and d from the label of a given
 0
 10
 20
 30
 40
 50
 0  0.1  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.5
C1
1 J 
(k m
in
) •L
g
01/22/5
L=6
L=8
phase 0
phase 1/2
phase 2/5
FIG. 4. (Color online) C11J (kmin)L as a function of g for η = 25
(i.e., along the dashed line in Fig. 3), for system sizes L = 6 and
L = 8. The dashed curves correspond to the theoretical predictions
in the different phases. The dotted vertical lines denote the phase
transitions, which occur at g = 15 and g = 15√21 .
phase, and substitutes these coefficients into the leading terms
of Eqs. (34) and (35).
From the correlation functions we can also determine the
conductivities. We find that in the thermodynamic limit (and
assuming d 	= 0)
σ 11xx (kmin) = 0, (36)
σ 12xy (kmin) =
−c
2πd
. (37)
-8
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 0
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FIG. 5. (Color online) C12J (kmin)L as a function of g for the same
system as in Fig. 4. The dashed curves correspond to the theoretical
predictions. The dotted vertical lines denote the phase transitions.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) 2πσ 12xy (kmin) as a function of g for the same
system as in Fig. 4. We observe that the conductivity approaches
1
2π 2 in phase 1/2 and
1
2π
5
2 in phase 2/5, as expected. The dotted
vertical lines denote the phase transitions. In phase 0, σ 12xy approaches
nonuniversal values.
These conductivities are determined solely by the coeffi-
cients c and d, and hence by the “−d/c” label. Figure 6
shows σ 12xy (kmin) for η = 25 . As g is decreased, the system
passes through both phase 1/2 and 2/5, and the conductivity
takes the expected values of − 12π cd = 12π 2 and 12π 52 in these
phases. At a phase transition the G variables are not gapped
and so the above expressions do not hold. In phase 0, d = 0,
and so to determine the behavior of the conductivities one must
take into account the subleading terms in Eqs. (34) and (35).
When this is done one finds that σ 11xx (kmin) diverges in phase
0 (which is why its crossings can be used to detect phase
transitions) and σ 12xy (kmin) approaches a nonuniversal value.
Note that in the above expressions, if we chose a different
modular operation which had η˜ → η˜ + n, this would not
change DG(k), nor would it change the modular group
coefficients c and d, and therefore the above equations would
remain unchanged. Therefore shifting η˜ by an integer, which
is equivalent to choosing a different modular operation to
describe the gapped particles, does not change any of the
physical properties.
A different situation arises when we discuss shifting η by
an integer; i.e., η → η + n. This corresponds to describing
a different point on the phase diagram, for example a point
with η ≈ 1/3 after a shift of 1 would have η ≈ 4/3. From
Eq. (1), it is clear that the correlators C11J (k), C12J (k) should
have the same properties after the shift, but this is not obvious
from Eqs. (34) and (35). However, in order to get an action
in terms of gapped quasiparticles in a phase at the shifted
η, we must apply a T −n operation to our action before we
apply the modular operation for unshifted η. This changes the
modular coefficients b and d: b → b − an, d → d − cn, and
this cancels the shift in η in Eqs. (34) and (35) to leave the
correlators unchanged. Therefore when η is shifted different
quasiparticles become gapped.
Though the current-current correlators do not change when
η is shifted, the conductivities do change [note the dependence
on d in Eq. (37)]. Though the equivalence of the correlators
implies that the system’s response to an applied field is
unchanged by a shift in η, this does not mean that the
system’s response to the internal fields is unchanged. In
particular,14 when defining the conductivities we are treating
the statistical interaction as a long-ranged interaction mediated
by real-valued internal gauge fields. Shifting η changes the
strength of this interaction, which in turn changes the action
of the internal gauge fields. This is responsible for the change
in the conductivity. An interesting case is the effect of such
a shift on the conductivity in phase 0. In this phase the J
variables are condensed, and since these are the variables
which carry the current in this phase σ 11xx diverges, as we
have seen. We can apply the operator T 1 to phase 0 to
get phase 1. In this phase, the partition function for the J
variables is exactly the same, but σ 11xx does not diverge. To
understand this, recall the precise meaning of condensation:
A variable is said to be condensed if its dual variables under
the formal duality transformation are gapped. The variables
dual to the J variables are the Q variables that are gapped in
phase 0. However, the Q variables are not gapped in phase
1 and hence the J variables are not condensed in the above
sense. Instead, some other variables, which can be determined
from the substitutions in Eqs. (24) and (25) appropriate
for phase 1, are condensed. Another way of interpreting
condensation is that in calculations like the current-current
correlations we can replace integer-valued condensed variables
by real-valued variables, and perform Gaussian integrals over
these variables. By the above arguments we can do this in
phase 0 but not phase 1, and noting how we defined the
conductivity for the J currents, it “knows” whether or not
this real-valued replacement is possible. This explains the
difference in conductivities between phase 0 and phase 1.
The phase diagram in Fig. 2 has a number of special “fixed”
points which are unchanged by an operation of an element
of the modular group. There are two types of such points:
“triple points” where three phase transitions meet, and points
halfway along a phase transition line, such as the point at
η = 0,g = 1.5,11 The invariance under a modular operation
means that in Eqs. (34) and (35) we have C11J (k) = C11G (k)
and C12J (k) = C12G (k). We can then solve the two equations
to determine the correlation functions, and therefore also the
conductivities. We obtain the following results, applicable at
all fixed points with g > 0:
C11J (k) =
∣∣ sin ( kz2 )∣∣
2πg
, (38)
C12J (k) = 0. (39)
We can then determine the conductivities:
σ 11xx (k) =
g
2π (g2 + η2) , (40)
σ 12xy (k) =
η
2π (g2 + η2) . (41)
We have verified these equations numerically for the following
points (η,g): (1/2,√3/2),(1/2,1/2),(1/2,√3/6). Whenη = 0
the two species of particles are decoupled, and we studied this
system in Ref. 21. We found the above equations to hold for
the fixed point (η = 0,g = 1).
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Histograms of  at various points on
the phase transition between phase ∞ and phase 0, using sizes
L = 10,12,14,16. A normally distributed histogram implies that the
transition is second order, while a transition with multiple peaks
implies first order. The first panel corresponds to η = 15 ; the next
two panels correspond to η = 14 , 13 . We see no evidence of first-order
behavior at these sizes.
V. NATURE OF TRANSITIONS
Our numerical approach allows us to study the properties
of the various phase transitions in Fig. 2. We have attempted
to determine the order of the transition between phase ∞ and
phase 0. To do this we study histograms of the total energy
 at the phase transition, utilizing the fact that we know the
exact location of the transition. In a second-order transition,
we would expect such histograms to be normally distributed,
while for a first-order transition we may see multiple peaks
in the distribution. Figure 7 shows histograms taken on
the ∞-0 transition, at η = 15 , 14 , 13 . Histograms for system
sizes L = 10,12,14, and 16 are shown. We see normally
distributed histograms, suggesting a second-order transition.
We can show that in our sign-free reformulation using the
Q1, J2 variables, 〈〉 = 1 − 1L3 for the model with J1 ↔ J2
interchange symmetry, at all values of g and η. Our Monte
Carlo measurements of 〈〉 confirm this.
The modular invariance of the system implies that all
phase transitions that are related by a modular operation
will have the same properties. In fact, one can show that in
our variables Q1,J2, any two points related by the modular
group produce simulations with the same energies, so the
histograms should be identical. In these variables the updates
used in the Monte Carlo are different, but if they are done
properly the results should be the same. We will check this
by studying the properties of the line of phase transitions at
η = 12 . There are two modular group operations which map
the ∞-0 phase transition to this one. The first is T 1ST 1S,
which has (a,b,c,d) = (0,−1,1,−1). This maps the three
above points at η = 15 , 14 , 13 to three points with η = 12 and g =√
6/4,
√
15/6,1/
√
2. Histograms at these points are shown in
Fig. 8. Once again, we see no evidence of first-order behavior at
these system sizes. The second modular group operation which
maps the ∞-0 transition to the line at η = 12 is ST −1S, which
has (a,b,c,d) = (−1,0,−1,−1). This maps the three points
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Histograms of  at various points on line of
phase transitions at η = 12 , using sizes L = 10,12,14,16. Each point
is related to a point on the ∞-0 phase transition by the operation
T 1ST 1S. The first panel maps to η = 15 ; the next two panels map to
η = 14 , 13 . We see no evidence of first-order behavior. The histograms
are also identical to those in Fig. 7, which provides a check on our
Monte Carlo.
on the semicircle to η = 12 and g = 1/
√
6,
√
15/10,1/(2√2).
Histograms for these points are shown in Fig. 9, and they also
show no sign of first-order behavior. The histograms for the
related points in Figs. 7–9 are identical, as predicted by the
above argument.
We have also studied the system at the “triple points” on the
modular invariant phase diagram, where three phase transitions
meet. We expect all such points to have the same properties,
and we have studied the points at the ends of the η = 12 line of
phase transitions, which occur at g = √3/2 and g = √3/6.
Histograms for these points are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b).
We see that the histograms have two clear peaks, indicating
that these are first-order transitions.
In Ref. 21 we studied the phase transition at (η = 0,g = 1)
and found it to be continuous. This point maps to the point
η = 12 ,g = 12 , and we have studied the phase transition at this
point to confirm the second-order behavior. Histograms at this
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(a) (b) (c) L=10L=12
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L=16
FIG. 9. (Color online) Same as Fig. 8, but the operation to map
these points to ∞-0 phase transition is ST −1S, as explained in the text.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Histograms of  at some special “fixed”
points in Fig. 2 using sizes L = 10,12,14,16. The first two panels
show histograms at “triple points” where three phase transitions meet.
Panel (a) shows the triple point at the upper end of the line of phase
transitions at η = 12 , which has g =
√
3/2. Panel (b) shows the point
at the lower end with g = √3/6. Both histograms have a double-
peaked structure which indicates that the transitions at these points are
first order. Panel (c) shows histograms at the fixed point η = 12 ,g = 12 .
These histograms show no sign of first-order behavior, which we
expect since this point should have the same properties as the point
η = 0,g = 1 which is known to be continuous (Ref. 21).
point are shown in Fig. 10(c), and we see no sign of first-order
behavior.
VI. CRITICAL EXPONENTS OF PUTATIVE
SECOND-ORDER TRANSITIONS
Apart from the triple points, the transitions we have studied
are second-order, and we can now determine their critical
exponents. In Fig. 2 the ∞-0 transition seems to take place
at an ordinary critical point; however in Fig. 1 we see that the
transition actually takes place at a tetracritical point when we
allow v1 and v2 to be not equal. Figure 11(a) shows a closer look
at the upper tetracritical point in Fig. 1. At such a tetracritical
point there are two scaling directions, each with a different
correlation length exponent.27 Our system is symmetric under
the interchange of J1 and J2, which implies that one scaling
direction is in the symmetric (δv1 = δv2) direction, with
critical exponent νs , and the other is in the antisymmetric
direction (δv1 = −δv2), with critical exponent νa . We can
determine which of these exponents is larger based on how
the phase transition lines meet. A simple renormalization
group argument shows that the phase boundaries in the local
coordinates λs,λa obey
λa ∼ λνs/νas . (42)
Our data show that the phase transition lines have the same
shape as those in Fig. 11, and this combined with the above
equation implies νs > νa .
We will extract the critical exponents by taking appropriate
derivatives of C11(kmin)L. In this system with long-ranged
interactions, C11(kmin)L approaches a constant (possibly zero)
value in each phase. At a critical point, it jumps from one
v 2
v1
νs
νa
(a)
J1,J2
condensed
J1,J2 gapped
J1 condensedJ2 gapped
J1 gappedJ2 condensed
v 2
v1
νa
(b)
FIG. 11. (a) Schematic blowup of the phase diagram in the v1, v2
(Fig. 1) variables, near a tetracritical point. At such a point we expect
two scaling directions with distinct critical exponents νs and νa . Due
to the symmetry on interchange of J1 and J2, we expect the scaling
directions to be in the symmetric and antisymmetric directions, shown
by the dotted lines. The shape of the phase transition lines implies that
νs > νa . (b) Phase diagram for the special case of θ = π (η = 1/2).
We can see that along the symmetric direction the system goes along
the phase boundary, and we can only drive a phase transition across
the antisymmetric direction.
value to another, which leads to a peak in its derivative. As
mentioned in Sec. II, we want to take derivatives with respect
to a short-ranged part of the potentials, given by the parameters
t1 and t2 in Eq. (16). To extract νs we take derivatives with
respect to the symmetric combination ts , while for νa we use
the antisymmetric combination ta . C11(kmin)L has the scaling
form
C11(kmin)L = fa
(
Ltνss
)
symmetric direction,
C11(kmin)L = fs
(
Ltνaa
)
antisymmetric direction,
where fa and fs are scaling functions. This leads to
∂C11J (kmin)L
∂ts
∣∣∣∣
ts=ta=0
∼ L1/νs , (43)
∂C11J (kmin)L
∂ta
∣∣∣∣
ts=ta=0
∼ L1/νa , (44)
so νs,a can be extracted by fitting curves of ∂(C11J (kmin)L)/∂ts,a
vs L. Such curves, at the ∞-0 transition, are shown in
Fig. 12(a) for the symmetric derivative and Fig. 12(b) for the
antisymmetric derivative. The extracted values of νs and νa are
shown in Fig. 13. We see that νs > νa , as expected from the
shapes of the phase transition lines near the tetracritical point.
We also see that neither exponent is close to 1/3, supporting
the conclusion that we have second-order transitions at these
points. The exponent νa is decreasing as we move along the
phase transition away from η = 0. On the other hand, the error
bars on νs are too large to tell whether it is varying. Error bars
for ν can be estimated from the fits to the ∂(C11J (kmin)L)/∂t
curves. However, we may have significant finite-size effects
in our results, even though we are simulating exactly at the
transition, because we do not know the subleading corrections
to Eqs. (43) and (44). To account for this in the error bars we
performed fits both including and not including the data at
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Plots of the derivatives ∂(C11J (kmin)L)/∂ts
and ∂(C11J (kmin)L)/∂ta at various points on the ∞-0 phase transition.
Error bars were obtained by comparing the results of independent
simulations. We expect such plots to scale as L1/νs,a . The values
shown in Fig. 13 were extracted by fitting these curves to the function
a + bL1/ν .
L = 6, and if the errors from the fitting procedure were not
large enough to encompass both values we increased the error
bars. The values of ν were taken from the fits which included
the L = 6 data. We have also plotted the critical exponents
measured in Ref. 21 at the point g = 1,η = 0. At this point
the two species of particles are decoupled, so νs = νa .
We could not determine νs on the η = 12 line because
changing ts does not move the system through a phase
transition; instead it moves along the line of phase transitions,
as seen in Fig. 11(b). On the other hand, we can argue that the
transition driven by ta is equivalent to that on the ∞-0 line at
the related point, and the νa values on this transition are shown
in Fig. 13(b).
The transition at η = 12 is a transition between phase I,
where the J1 variables are condensed and the J2 are gapped,
and phase II, where J1 is gapped and J2 condensed. The
π -statistical interactions prevent both types of loops from
condensing simultaneously. The two species could behave as
immiscible fluids and phase separate, or they could coexist in a
critical soup.28–30 Our result that the transition is second order
implies that the two species can indeed form such a critical
state.
An open question is how three transitions meet at a
triple point in the modular phase diagram in Fig. 2. All
three transitions could be second order all the way to the
triple point, or they could have bicritical points where they
become first order. Our results show that on at least part of
the phase boundaries the transition is second order. A more
detailed study could determine whether the phase transitions
do become first order at some point, and where this point is.
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previous work
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η
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previous work
FIG. 13. (Color online) Critical exponents along the (a) symmet-
ric and (b) antisymmetric scaling direction, extracted from the data
in Fig. 12. Error bars come from the fits, and are further increased to
account for finite-size effects as discussed in the text. The blue circles
represent the value of ν obtained in Ref. 21. νs cannot be measured
when θ = π , since the system does not cross a phase transition in
this direction [see Fig. 11(b)]. On the θ = π line there are two points
which map to each point on the ∞-0 semicircle.
VII. DISCUSSION
We studied a model of two species of particles with mutual
statistics and long-ranged interactions such that the model has
the same form after the application of operations from the
modular group. Using this modular invariance, we were able
to analytically conjecture the phase diagram and determine the
values of the current-current correlations and conductivities
in each phase and at all points that are invariant under the
modular group. We can also describe each phase in terms of
particles gapped in that phase. Using a reformulation of the
model that does not have the sign problem, we performed
Monte Carlo studies and firmly established the conjectured
phase diagram. Furthermore, we numerically determined the
order of the transitions in the phase diagram of this modular
invariant system. We found the triple points to be first order
but the other phase transitions we studied were second order.
The second-order transitions are evidence for a novel critical
loop soup state in the case θ = π .
Exact results derived from the modular invariance greatly
improved our numerical study. We were able to derive a
number of useful checks on the Monte Carlo, as well as run
simulations exactly at the location of the critical points, greatly
simplifying our measurements of critical exponents.
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The reader may have noticed that the phase diagram in
Fig. 1 is qualitatively similar to the diagram in Ref. 14.
The largest part of the marginally long-ranged interaction
is the term which corresponds to r − r ′ = 0, so it is not
surprising that the phase structure of these models is the
same. The new result in this paper is that the phase diagram
has been determined analytically, which is possible because
the interaction is marginally long-ranged. This allows us to
determine the phase structure for general θ in more detail than
a numerical study would allow, and to find the quasiparticles
which are gapped in each phase. We expect the phase diagrams
for other potentials to be similar to the results given here, and
that each phase can also be interpreted in terms of gapped
quasiparticles.
In Ref. 13 we studied the transition at θ = π similar to
the one studied here, and found it to be first order. We do
not understand why the marginally long-ranged interaction
changes this transition to a continuous one. Some insight can be
gained by studying the one-component model with marginally
long-ranged interactions.21 This model has a larger critical
exponent (i.e., is more continuous) than the short-ranged
3DXY case. We also note that the short-ranged model with
no statistical interaction has only continuous transitions. By
including marginally long-ranged interactions we weaken the
statistical interaction relative to the other interactions, which
may also weaken the first-order behavior.
Since we have only studied this model at relatively small
system sizes, it is possible that the transitions which we
observe to be continuous are actually first order. Studying
larger system sizes could confirm the second-order behavior.
It would also be interesting to study field theories for such
systems with marginally long-ranged interactions and mutual
statistics.14,21,26,31 Studying this model at larger system sizes
would also allow one to obtain better estimates of ν, since any
subleading terms would have a reduced effect. In addition, at
larger sizes one could determine the behavior near the triple
points, in particular where the transition changes from first
order to second order. Due to the long-ranged interactions in
our system, each update must calculate its effect on the energy
of the rest of the system, which requires L3 operation, and
L3 such updates must be performed to make an independent
measurement. Therefore the amount of computer time needed
scales as L6, making studies at larger system sizes difficult,
but possible with future resources.
At θ = π , our (2 + 1)-dimensional model is relevant to the
study of unusual phase transitions in (2 + 1) dimensions.28–30
It also applies to the study of (2 + 1)-dimensional symmetry
protected topological (SPT) phases and phase transitions,32–34
as well as the surface states of (3+1)-dimensional SPT
phases.35 It may also be possible to use similar lattice models
to study such SPT phases in the bulk.36–42 More generally,
our loop model provides a precise lattice realization of a
topological field theory. It would be interesting to study such
lattice models for other topological field theories.43–49
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APPENDIX: MODULAR TRANSFORMATIONS FOR
GENERAL POTENTIALS
The method in Sec. III allows us to apply duality and
periodicity operations to an action to obtain a new action
in terms of new variables. Such a procedure is possible for
any choice of potentials, though potentials other than the ones
used in this work will not be modular invariant. We can still
interpret the new variables as being gapped in a certain phase,
but without modular invariance we cannot use this to determine
the exact locations of the phase transitions, or to predict where
the new variables will be gapped. In Ref. 14 we used numerical
methods to determine which variables were gapped in each
phase, and we were then able to use this procedure to find
the action for these gapped variables. We were also able to
determine the correlation functions and conductivities in the
phases where we knew the gapped variables, using the same
methods as in Sec. IV.
We now provide the equations that generalize the methods
we have used in this paper to any potential. These equations
also represent the procedure used in Ref. 14, generalized to
any operation of the modular group. The action in terms of
new variables is obtained by starting with Eq. (8), making the
substitutions Q1,J2 → G1,F2 given in Eqs. (24) and (25), and
then dualizing the F2 variables to obtain the G2 variables. We
find
S = 1
2
∑
k
[vG1 (k)| G1(k)|2 + vG2 (k)| G2(k)|2] +
∑
k
iθG G1(−k) · aG2 (k), (A1)
where
vG1/2 (k) =
(2π )2v2/1(k)
(2πd + θc)2 + v1(k)v2(k)| fk|2c2
,
and
θG = 2π (2πb + θa)(2πd + θc) + v1(k)v2(k)|
fk|2ca
(2πd + θc)2 + v1(k)v2(k)| fk|2c2
.
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We can also express the current-current correlators in terms of correlators in the new variables, using the same methods as in
Ref. 14. For simplicity, we specialize to the symmetric line where v1 = v2 ≡ v:
C11J (k) =
v(k)|fk|2c2
(θc + 2πd)2 + |fk|2v(k)2c2 +
[(θc + 2πd)2 − |fk|2v(k)2c2]C11G (k) − 4 sin kz2 v(k)c(θc + 2πd)C12G (k)
[(θc + 2πd)2 + |fk|2v(k)2c2]2 (2π )
2,
C12J (k) =
−2 sin kz2 c(θc + 2πd)
(θc + 2πd)2 + |fk|2v(k)2c2 +
[(θc + 2πd)2 − |fk|2v(k)2c2]C12G (k) + 4 sin kz2 v(k)c(θc + 2πd)C11G (k)
[(θc + 2πd)2 + |fk|2v(k)2c2]2 (2π )
2.
When v = 2πg|fk | , these equations reduce to Eqs. (34) and (35).
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